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Abstract 
We reduce the size of large semidefinite programming problems by identifying necessary lin-
ear matrix inequalities (LMI's) using Monte Carlo techniques. We describe three algorithms 
for detecting necessary LMI constraints that extend algorithms used in linear programming to 
semidefinite programming. We demonstrate that they are beneficial and could serve as tools for 
a semidefinite programming preprocessor. 
A necessary LMI is one whose removal changes the feasible region defined by all the LMI con-
straints. The general problem of checking whether or not a particular LMI is necessary is NP-
complete. However, the methods we describe are polynomial in each iteration, and the number 
of iterations can be limited by stopping rules. This provides a practical method for reducing 
the size of some large Semidefinite Programming problems before one attempts to solve them. 
We demonstrate the applicability of this approach to solving instances of the Löwner ellipsoid 
problem. We also consider the problem of classification of all the constraints of a semidefinite 
programming problem as redundant or necessary. 
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1 Introduction 
Let A = [ay] and Β = [&y] b e r a x m sym-
metric matrices. A is called positive definite 
if all its eigenvalues are strictly positive. A is 
called positive semidefinite if all its eigenval-
ues are nonnegative and at least one is zero. 
If A is positive semidefinite (respectively pos-
itive definite), we write A y 0 (respectively 
A >- 0). The symbol y is the Löwner partial 
order for real matrices, i.e., A>;B if and only 
if Α - B is positive semidefinite. 
A semidefinite program (SDP) is the pro-
gramming problem 
min c r x 
τι 
s.t. AÜ)(x) := Aq' + £>,Ajj) >= 0. 
t=l 
i = l , 2 , . . . l 9 (1.1) 
where Ap ' , i — 0 ,1 , . . . ,η are rrij χ rrij sym-
metric matrices and x,cG R n . We assume 
mi < ni2 < ... < m,q. R " is called the ambi-
ent space of the SDP problem. A single con-
straint (1.1) is called a linear matrix inequality 
(LMI ) or semidefinite constraint. 
1.0.1 Definitions and Four Special As-
sumptions 
The feasible. 7Ζ region of the SDP problem 
defined by 
ft = { x | A-'(x) >; 0, 1 < j < q) 
is called full-dimensional if it has a non-empty 
interior. We assume (I ) that TZ is bounded 
and full. We assume ( I I ) that all constraints 
here are strictly feasible, i.e., for some χ £ R" , 
A-i(x) X 0. The LMI constraints (1.1) are all 
positive definite at a point if and only if the 
point is in the interior [1], A feasible point χ 
is on the boundary of the feasible region de-
fined by the j'th constraint if the determinant 
det(A-i(x)) = 0 or equivalently, if A-i(x) has a 
zero eigenvalue. For k = 1 ,2 , . . . . q, define the 
regions TZk (K C Κk) by 
K k = { χ I A-'(x) y 0, 
j e { 1 , 2 , . + . , « } } . 
Definition 1.1 Ao<)( x ) >- 0 is called redun-
dant with respect to the set {A'(x) y 0}'=1 if 
7Z — TZk, and is called necessary if TZ C 1Zk. 
That is, an LMI constraint is called neces-
sary if its removal changcs the feasible region 
of the problem, otherwise it is called redun-
dant. A duplicate LMI can be both redundant 
and necessary depending on the order of the 
removal. We assume that (III) there are no 
duplicate constraints and that ( IV ) no pair of 
constraints intersect on a subset of the bound-
ary of the feasible region of Lebesgue measure 
greater than zero. Assumption ( IV ) is a non-
trivial requirement, in general! For instance, 
A W ( x ) : = 
5 0 ' 
+ .Xl 
' - 1 0 " 
0 2 0 0 
+X2 
0 0 
0 - 1 
>- 0. 
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is a constraint that is the combination of two 
simple linear constraints: 
A ( 2 ) ( X ) : = xx < 5 and A (3 )(x) :=x2<2 
so that AW(x) b OandA<2>(x) ^ 0 share a 
vertical boundary line below = 2. 
1.0.2 Survey of Literature and Com-
plexity Issues 
The scmidefinite programming problem 
(SDP) is a convex optimization problem since 
the feasible region 1Z is convex [27]. Prob-
lems of this type arise directly in Control The-
ory, Statistics and Combinatorial Optimiza-
tion ([1], [27]). SDP generalizes linear pro-
gramming (LP) and quadratically constrained 
quadratic programming (QCQP) [27]. Several 
approaches to SDP duality generalize LP du-
ality ([1], [23], [27], [29]). LP interior point 
methods can be generalized to convex pro-
gramming problems with readily computable 
self-concordant barrier functions such as SDP 
[22] and polynomial time methods have been 
developed for solving SDP ([1], [26], [27]). 
We make the simplifying assumption that 
m = m\= mv. A general-purpose SDP solver 
like SDPSOL© [30] amalgamates all the con-
straints into a single large mq χ m.q constraint. 
With this representation of the problem, given 
a feasible near-central solution with duality 
gap at most 1/e, one can find an optimal so-
lution with duality gap less than e in 
0 ( ^ m q q \ n { 1/e)) iterations, each requiring 
0(qnm,q + qn2m,q) flops in exact arithmetic 
[21]. Thus, focusing on q, the number of con-
straints, work is 0(q^ r'). 
For q large, there are significant savings in 
computation time to be gained if the num-
ber of constraints can be effectively reduced. 
Memory requirements per iteration also in-
crease with q, and can exceed a machine's 
capacity. As a result, SDP software such as 
SDPSOL and SDPpack© [2] arc restricted to 
problems of moderate size [4]. The dual of 
SDP (1.1) is: 
ι 
max — AQP · Zj 
j=ι 
9 
s.t. Σ A,ij) · Zj = Ci, i = 1 , 2 , . . . , « 
j=ι 
Zj ^ 0 , j = 1 , 2 , . . . , q 
where the mj χ m,j symmetric matrices Zj are 
the variables. SDPpack has a preprocessor 
that eliminates redundant linear constraints 
in the dual of the SDP by a Q R factorization 
of AT where A is the constraint matrix, i.e., 
AT = Q R [20]. Diagonal elements which are 
zero or very small indicate which constraints 
are redundant and can be eliminated. Our 
intent is to offer tools to eliminate most re-
dundant LM1 constraints. 
In the special case of linear constraints, 
methods for identifying redundant constraints 
include LP based deterministic methods [19] 
which require solving an LP to determine whether 
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or not a constraint is redundant. A differ-
ent approach is the probabilistic Hit.-and-Run 
method which identifies necessary constraints 
[8] by generating random lines through the in-
terior. Each line meets the boundary at two 
points (hit points) and with probability one 
identifies two necessary constraints. Any con-
straint that is binding at any of the hit points 
is necessary. After a finite number of itera-
tions. the identified constraints are necessary, 
though some of them may have been missed. 
Hit-and-run was first published in [8] under 
the name preduce. Three variations of the 
Hit-and-Run method are the hypersphere di-
rection method (HD) [8], the coordinate direc-
tion method (CD) [19] and the Stand-and-Hit 
method (SH) ([17], [13]). The total time for 
complete identification of all necessary con-
straints for each of these methods is problem 
dependent [13]. 
It is difficult to extend all LP-based re-
dundancy methods for linear constraints to 
LMI constraints. For example, the Turnover 
Lemma [9], applied to linear systems, replaces 
an inequality a T x + b > 0 by its complement 
a T x + b < 0. If the new system is infeasible, 
then constraint a r x + b > 0 is redundant; oth-
erwise it is necessary. In the case of LMI sys-
tems, we wouldn't obtain a convex constraint 
from the complement, of Ao + Σ™=ι -''-'ιΑ; >- 0, 
i.e., - ( A o + E L i ^ A O >- 0. 
Here, we extend SH to the Semidefinite 
Stand-and-Hit (SSH) method. In some situa-
tions, we reduce computation further by the 
application of the Undetected-First Rule (UFR.) 
[13]. We denote SSH combined with UFR as 
SSH(UFR). 
1.1 The Löwner Ellipsoid test prob-
lems 
The test problems introduced here are all 
Löwner ellipsoid problems [10] whose specifics 
are given in Table 1. They are of the form: 
s.t. 
Xa> + y 
T 1 >- 0 
max log det(X) 
I 
(XaJ + y) 
(1 < 3 < </), 
Χ X 0, 
where the variable X denotes a ρ χ ρ sym-
metric matrix, the variable y belongs to R p 
and a-i are given vectors in Rp . The entries of 
each vector aJ are generated randomly from 
the uniform distribution on the interval (0,1). 
We note that each of the constraints can be 
expressed as an LMI of the form (1.1) with 
η = p(p + l ) /2 + ρ variables and m.j = ρ 4- 1. 
The test problems are used for convenience 
only and our results do not, depend on them. 
We select these problems because [i] they are 
feasible, [ii] they have large redundancy when 
q is large, and [iii] we have shown elsewhere 
[18] that the feasible region is bounded when 
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Problem Ρ rt rrij <1 Qnec. 
Löwneri 3 9 4 21 14 
Löwner2 3 9 4 501 29 
Löwner3 5 20 6 41 27 
Löwner4 10 65 11 21 16 
Löwnerö 2 5 3 1001 11 
Löwnerö 2 5 3 5001 12 
Löwner7 7 35 8 51 46 
Löwner8 10 65 11 31 29 
Löwner9 2 5 3 1001 16 
LöwnerlO 12 90 13 36 35 
Table 1: Test Problems 
the vcctors a^' arc affincly independent. Our 
general results are not restricted to Löwner 
type problems. 
The number qnec of nonredundant constraints 
in each problem listed in Table 1 was esti-
mated using repeated exhaustive random searches 
using the SHD method for at least 24 hours. 
There is a small probability that not every 
iionredundant, constraint, was found. All com-
putations described here were performed on a 
PENTIUM 233 MHz using codes written in 
MATLAB 5.0. 
1.2 The Semidefinite Redundancy 
Problem and SDP simplification 
The smallest and the largest eigenvalues 
of an m χ m symmetric matrix A are denoted 
by Am in (A) and Arnax(A). The eigenvalues are 
denoted in descending order by Amax (A) = 
Λι(Α) > λ2 (Α) > ... > A m (A ) = Amin(A). 
The semidefinite redundancy problem, is to 
decide whether or not the k'th constraint 
x ) >• 0 is redundant with respect to the 
set (A^ ' ( x ) >: 0}« The following theorem 
gives a necessary and sufficient condition for 
determining whether the k'th LMI constraint 
is redundant. It turns a redundancy problem 
into an eigenvalue problem. 
Theorem 1.1 A ' k ' ( x ) >- 0 is redundant if 
and only if the semidefinite program 
SDPk: min A r a i„ (A(k ) (x) ) (1.2) 
s.t. xGTZk 
has an optimal solution, say x*, satisfying 
A m i n ( A « ( x * ) ) > 0 . 
Proof: If A ® ( 
x ) >- 0 is redundant, then for 
every x e R k , A<k ' (x) >- 0 and A m i n (AW(x ) ) > 
0. Hence, SDPk has an optimal solution x* 
satisfying Amin(A^k)(x*)) > 0. Conversely, sup-
pose x* is an optimal solution of the SDPk 
and that A(k ) (x ) >- 0 is necessary. Then, for 
some y 6 7Zk, we 
have Am i n (A(k ) (y ) ) < 0. 
Therefore Ämin (A(kHx*)) < 0, and A(k>(x*) ^ 
0. • Corollary 1.1 
A<k>( x ) y 0 is necessary if 
the semidefinite program. 
min Tr(A<k>(x)) (1.3) 
s.t. χ G TZk 
has an optimal value of the objective function 
which is strictly negative. 
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Proof: If Tr (A«(x* ) ) - Ai(A<k)(x*)) 
+ \2{AM (x*)) + . . . + \m k ( A « (x*)) < 0, then 
λ ^ ( Α « ( χ * ) ) = A r a i n(A«(x*)) < 0. Now 
apply Theorem 1.1. • 
The function Tr(A ( k '(x)) is a linear func-
tion of x, so SDP (1.3) can be solved by SDP-
SOL. By Corollary 1.1, if the optimal objec-
tive value of (1.3) is negative, then the k'th 
constraint is necessary. If the objective value 
is nonnegative, then the k'th constraint may 
or may not be necessary. It is known that 
Amin(Ak(x)) is a continuous, concave and non-
differentiable function of χ ([1], [15], [16]). 
The problem of checking whether or not 
a convex quadratic constraint (CQC) is re-
dundant with respect to a system of CQC's 
is known to be NP-complete [10]. Since LMI's 
include convex quadratic constraints [27], SDPk 
is NP-complete. Therefore, it is difficult to 
have an SDP-bascd method that uses Theo-
rem 1.1 for redundancy identification. In the 
special case of linear constraints the problem 
SDPk (1.2) is a linear program, a fact LP-
based redundancy methods exploit. 
2 Semideflnite Stand-and-Hit (SSH) 
Algorithm 
The SSH algorithm is a Monte Carlo 
method for detecting necessary constraints in 
the system (1.1). It is based on the following 
idea. Fix a standing point xo in the interior 
of ΊΖ. A random direction s and xo define two 
line segments { X O +CTS | σ > 0} and { X O — CTS j 
σ > 0} whose intersection points with the 
boundary of 72., called hit points, identify at 
least one necessary LMI. We continue to look 
for necessary constraints until a given stop-
ping condition is satisfied. 
Definition 2.1 Given a search direction vec-
tor s, define the symmetric matrix at xo 
η 
Bj(s,x0) = - Α < · » ( χ 0 Γ ' ( Σ * Α ι ω ) Α ϋ ) ( χ ο Γ * 
1=1 
Ο < J < ?)· (2-1) 
Since the standing point xo is an interior point 
of H, A^(xo) X 0 for each constraint j , and 
the square root of AÜ)(x0) exists. Denote the 
smallest negative (largest positive) eigenvalue 
of a symmetric matrix Β by Am j n(B) (respec-
tively, A+a x(B)). 
Theorem 2.1 Assume the ray 
{xo + as I σ > 0} ({xo — as | σ > 0}) inter-
sects the boundary of AJ (x) >z 0 at the point 
XO + σ+s (respectively, XO — CT_S). Then 
σ ψ = V^max(Bj(s, Xo)) (2.2) 
σ® = - l / A - i n ( B j ( s , x 0 ) ) . (2.3) 
Proof: We show (2.2). A ^ ( x ) >- 0 when χ 
is in the interior of 1Z, but on the boundary it 
must have at least one zero eigenvalue. Then 
σψ = max{a | σ > 0, A 0 ) ( x o + as) h 0} 
— ιηίη{μ I μ > 0, 
det[A ( j )(x0 + /us)] = 0 } (2.4) 
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Now, when μ > 0 
det[AÜ)(xo 4-μβ)] = 0 
η 
det[A( j) (χ 0) + μ Σ .s»Aj] = 0 
ί = 1 
d e t [ - I + A ^ ( x 0 f * 
Μ 
( f > A ? > ) A « > ( x 0 ) - | ] = o 
i=l 
<=> det[—I - Bj(s, x 0 ) ] = 0 
A4 
<£=> — is an eigenvalue of Bj(s, xo). 
l·1 
This and (2.4) give 
σψ = ηιίη{μ | μ > 0, — is an eigenvalue 
of B j ( s , x 0 ) } 
= min{l/A | λ > 0, λ is an eigenvalue 
of B j ( s , x 0 ) } 
= l /A+ i a x(Bj(s ,xo)) 
The proof of (2.3) is similar. • 
Corollary 2.1 An LMI constraint, A^(xo) >-
0 is bounded, in the direction s from xo if and 
only if the matrix B j (s ,xo) has a strictly pos-
itive eigenvalue. 
Proof: σψ > 0 exists if and only if the feasi-
ble region satisfied by A^(xo) >- 0 is bounded 
in the direction s from x 0 . The result follows 
from Theorem 2.1 • 
By (2.2) and (2.3), we find the distances 
σ ψ ( α « ) by computing A+ i n(B) ( λ " « ( Β ) ) . 
Let σ+ (σ_) be the finite distances of xo to 
the boundary of the bounded feasible region 
71 in the direction s ( - s ) . By (2.2) and (2.3) 
these are given by 
1 < j < V} (2-5) 
1 < j < q } (2-6) 
SSH Algorithm 
Initialization Denote the index set of identi-
fied constraints by J and set J — 0 . Choose 
an interior (standing) point xo of 1Z. Calcu-
late A j ( x 0 ) ~ 1 / 2 for 1 < j < q. 
Repeat 
Search Direction: Choose s with η 
entries from N(0,1) and compute 
s = s/|| s ||2 to generate a random 
point s uniformly on the surface 
of the unit hypersphere 
Sn~l = { x € R n I || χ ||2= 1}. 
Hitting Step: Calculate Bj(s ,xo) 
and find σ ψ for 1 < j < q. 
Calculate σ+ = min{a+ | 1 < j < q} 
and σ_ = m i n { a ^ | 1 < j < q}. 
For 1 < k < q, if σ^ = σ+ 
or σ^ = σ_ and k & J , set 
J = JU{k}. 
Until a stopping rule holds. 
Since xo is fixed, we only compute Α·ί(χο)~5 
once throughout the detection process. Af-
ter the termination of the SSH algorithm, all 
LMI's in the set J are declared necessary. 
σ+ = min{(T^ 
tr_ = m i n { a ^ 
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Theorem 2.2 In an iteration of the SSH al-
(k) (k) gorit.hm,, for any k. if σ+ — σ+ or σ_ = σ_, 
then Α^(χ) y 0 is necessary with probability 
1 in a finite number of iterations. 
Proof: The boundary S of 1Z has dimension 
η — 1. We assumed in Section 1.0.1 that there 
are no duplicate constraints or constraints that 
intcrscct on a subset of S of Lcbcsguc mea-
sure greater than zero. This implies that on 
the boundary S, two or more constraints can 
coincide on at most a (n — 2) dimensional sub-
set of S of Lebesgue measure zero. Suppose 
(k) 
σ+ = σ + . Since, the probability of simulta-
neously hitting two constraints in one direc-
tion is zero, constraint k satisfies σ'^ = σ+ 
uniquely. Then, xo + σ+s is on the boundary 
of the k'th constraint and in the interior of 
each of the remaining constraints. That is, 
A m i n (A(k)(x0 + cr+s)) = 0 and Amin(A(i)(x0 + 
σ+s)) > 0, for all j φ k. 
Choose e > 0 small and define x' = xo + (σ+ + 
e)s so that 
A r a in(A«(x')) < 0 
λπύη(Α^(χ')) > 0, for all j φ k. 
Then χ ' Ε Kk , butx ' £ TZ. Hence, Uk φ TZ, 
which means that constraint k is necessary 
with probability 1. The proof of the case 
σ ^ = is similar. • 
It can be shown that SSH detects all neces-
sary LMI constraints with probability 1. Stop-
ping rules for hit-and-run methods ([6],[8],[11]) 
can be applied to SSH. Finding the best stop-
ping rule for hit-and-run methods is a difficult 
problem, but there has been recent work in 
[14]. 
2.1 Complex i ty Est imates for SSH 
We examine the effect of the sizes ιη3 
of the matrices on SSH to estimate the work 
required to execute one iteration of SSH. As 
remarked earlier, we only need to calculate 
the inverses A-^xo)-1/2 during the first iter-
ation. Therefore, the main computational ef-
fort is in the hitting step, where we compute 
A+^andA,;^ of a matrix. The EISPACK 
guide [24] states: "with regard to consider-
ations of accuracy and reliability, the meth-
ods of computing partial eigensystcms falls 
short of the complete eigensystem methods." 
In our experiments, we found it more accurate 
to use the eig function of MATLAB to first 
compute all the eigenvalues of Bj(s,xo) and 
then use the min and max commands to find 
A+ax and A~in. The eig function uses the QR-
algoritlim, together with accuracy-enhancement 
features. 
To generate the search direction, we com-
pute s = s / || s ||2 · In the hitting step we 
compute the mj χ m.j matrix Bj(s,xo) and 
use the eig function to find the eigenvalues 
for each j. Thus, one SSH iteration requires 
0(nqmq + qrriq) flops, where mq is the largest 
inj. Let pj(x0) be the probability that con-
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straint j is detected in an iteration of the 
SSH algorithm from the standing point xo-
Clearly, Pj(xo) = 0 if and only if constraint j 
is redundant. By [12], the expected number 
of iterations Ε (κ ο) for detecting the necessary 
constraints is given by 
ß ( x o ) = Σ Γ ^ τ - Σ ( - ΐ ) * 
j is ncccssary ^ ' k=2 
Σ T^F 1 t » · (2·7) 
jl<ji<-<jk yLr=lPjr(xO)) 
When there is one detection probability pj (xo) 
which is very small relative to the other proba-
bilities, the dominating term in the expression 
is l/pj(xo), and the expected number of iter-
ations is approximately l/pJ(xo). 
We note that SSH does not solve the re-
dundancy identification problem. It has obvi-
ous application to the problem of classification 
of LMI constraints as redundant or necessary. 
In the SSH algorithm, constraints with indices 
in the set J are necessary while those with in-
dices not in J are considered redundant. We 
note that there is a possibility of some error 
in the classification since a constraint may be 
incorrectly classified as redundant. In an SDP 
problem, where constraints represents restric-
tion on resources, it is valuable information to 
know that a particular constraint is necessary. 
3 Application of SSH to Posi t ive 
Semidefinite Programming 
In this section we study the application 
of SSH to positive semidefinite programming. 
Redundant LMI constraints are not necessary 
for the solution process of an SDP. They only 
add to the computational time. Moreover, it 
may not be necessary to identify all necessary 
constraints in solving an SDP. Constraints far 
from the optimal point may have not been 
identified as necessary, but the optimal solu-
tion may still be feasible with respect to their 
LMI's. 
Given an SDP, we take the analytic cen-
ter [18] defined by the LMI constraints as the 
standing point for a number of iterations. In 
this way we obtain a reduced set of the origi-
nal LMI's. Existing tools (e.g., SDPSOL), can 
be applied to the rcduccd set of constraints J 
to find a test optimal solution. We describe 
our recursive method: 
• If the resulting optimal solution is feasible 
for all undetected LMI's, then it is an optimal 
solution of the original SDP. 
• If the solution violates a set of undetected 
LMI's, then the violated LMI's are added to 
the constraint set J and the new rcduccd prob-
lem is solved again. At least one of the vio-
lated constraints is nonredundant [8]. 
• The procedure is repeated, until a feasible 
optimal solution is found. 
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Examples of this are given in Table 2. For 
each example, the CPU time (in seconds) taken 
to solve each reduced problem, and the opti-
mal objective value of the reduced problem 
are recorded. Let N re(i= the number of con-
straints in the reduced SDP, and Nv{0= the 
number of constraints violated at the optimal 
solution of the reduced problem. 
Sub- Löwner 5 
Problem Nred Time Obj. Value Ν • 1 "νιο 
1st 6 1.52 2.3361 5 
2nd 11 1.03 2.4778 0 
Löwner 6 
Nre.d Time Obj. Value Ν • 1 yvio 
1st 3 2.05 2.6285 5 
2nd 8 1.35 2.6532 1 
3rd 9 1.30 2.6533 1 
4th 10 1.33 2.6537 0 
Tabic 2: SDP solution times and objec-
tive values for two reduced problems. 
The times taken to solve the original SDP's, 
i.e., Löwner 5, with 1001 constraints, and 
Löwner 6 with 5001 constraints are 72.1 and 
419.9 seconds respectively. The times (SSH 
time) taken to run SSH with Löwner 5 and 
Löwner 6 are 52.0 and 233.2 respectively. Ta-
ble 2 and the SSH times give the total times 
for solving Löwner 5 and Löwner 6 with the 
use of SSH as 54 .6 = 52.1 + 1.5 + 1.0 and 
239.3 = 233.2 + 2.1 + 1.4 + 1.3 + 1.3 seconds 
respectively, which are less than the times given 
above for solving the original problems. Most 
of the effort is expended in reducing the size 
of the problem. 
Figure 1: The Löwner ellipsoids of Löwnerö 
obtained in Table 2. 
The 5 violated constraints are clearly iden-
tified as the 5 points in the South-West part 
of Figure 1 that are not contained in the first 
ellipse. These points are contained within the 
boundary of the second ellipsoid. 
The full implementation of SSH to solving 
SDP is still under investigation. We believe 
that a more efficient implementation of SSH 
is possible, to reduce the SSH time. For exam-
ple, the analytic center generally isn't an op-
timal standing point from which one expects 
the smallest number of iterations of SSH. 
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4 Variations of SSH 
In this section, we introduce the Undetected, 
First Rule for SSH. This rule is especially use-
ful when there is a high percentage of neces-
sary constraints. We have found it easy to 
generate such examples by generating random 
problems in spaces of high dimension. We 
next introduce the corresponding semidefinite 
extension of two other well known hit-and-run 
methods for linearly constrained regions, HD 
and CD. The corresponding semidefinite ex-
tension of HD and CD are called SHD and 
SCD respectfully. 
4.1 S S H with Undetected-First Ru l e 
The direction vector ,s of an SSH iter-
ation is called successful if a new constraint 
is detected in this direction; otherwise s is 
callcd unsuccessful. If a hit point of some 
necessary constraint is nearer than the closest 
hit point of the undetected constraints, then 
s is an unsuccessful direction. We don't need 
to calculate the hit points of the other de-
tected constraints. This is the basic idea of 
the Undetected-First Rule (UFR) ([17], [13]). 
UFR was first suggested in [7] to improve the 
HD algorithm. 
According to the rule, we first calculate the 
hit points of all the undetected constraints. 
We then calculate the hit points of the de-
tected constraints one by one. At any time, 
if the hit point of some detected constraint is 
smaller than the smallest hit point of the un-
detected constraints, then s is unsuccessful; 
there is no need to calculate the hit points of 
the remaining detected constraints. 
We apply the UFR. technique simultane-
ously in the directions s and —s. When both 
directions are successful, it is not always nec-
essary to calculate all the hit points of the con-
straints, and time savings are possible. The 
SSH method with UFR to find the necessary 
constraints of the set { A ^ ( x ) >z 0 } j = 1 is de-
noted by SSH(UFR) . In the SSH(UFR) al-
gorithm, σψ (aL j ) ) is evaluated only when 
Bj(s, xo) has a positive (negative) eigenvalue. 
Let the index set of detected constraints be 
denoted by J . 
S S H ( U F R ) Algorithm 
Replace the hitting step of SSH by: 
Hitting Step: Calculate Bj (s,xo) and find 
σψ, σ^} for all j ^ J. 
Calculate u+ = ηι ϊη {σ+\ j 0 J} 
and = ιηϊη{σ_ , j & J). 
Let J = { j i , j2, · · · J n } · Set r = 1, 
POS=FALSE, NEG=FALSE 
REPEAT 
Calculate Bjr(s, xo) and find 
o[lr\ σ(ίτ) 
If σ ( ί τ ) < u+ > then POS=TRUE 
Problem SSH SSH(UFR) 
Iter Time Iter Time 
Löwner 1 1023 29.9 1023 17.3 
Löwner 2 3260 2600.1 3260 2924.4 
Löwner 3 26623 1719.8 26623 1091.5 
Löwner 4 18946 1180.4 18946 591.0 
Löwner 5 735 1824.3 735 2154.4 
Löwner 6 206 4772.3 206 6547.5 
Löwner 7 62458 6239.3 62458 1715.1 
Löwner 8 31667 2746.1 31667 768.9 
Löwner 9 2375 4336.3 2375 5320.5 
Löwner 10 72375 9617.2 72375 1945.9 
If σ{1,] < «_, then NEG=TRUE 
Set r = r + l 
UNTIL (((POS=TRUE) and (NEG=TRUE)) 
or (r - Ν + 1)) 




σ+ = min{«x, | 1 < r < N} 
(j— = rriiri{i/2, cr(lr) \ 1 < r < N). 
For 1 < A; < q, if ' = σ + or σ^ = 
and k<£ J , set J=J U {k} 
Exit hitting step. 
Table 3 compares SSH with SSH(UFR) where 
both are implemented from the analytic cen-
ter. The number of iterations and the time 
(in seconds) for complete detection of the es-
timated necessary constraints are recorded. 
The results of Table 3 for Löwneri, Löwner3, 
Löwner4, Löwner7, Löwner8 and LöwnerlO 
show that, for certain problems, SSH(UFR) 
takes less time than SSH for detection. But, 
in some cases, the cost of implementing UFR, 
in SSH outweighs its benefit. The advantage 
of SSH(UFR) over SSH increases as both the 
number of necessary constraints and the num-
ber of iterations increase. In an SSH (UFR) 
iteration, where Ν constraints have already 
been detected in previous iterations, we can 
avoid computing up to TV — 1 hit points of the 
constraints detected previously. UFR works 
Table 3: Number of iterations and time (in 
seconds) to find all of the necessary con-
straints 
well when the ratio of the number of necessary 
constraints to the number of all constraints is 
near 1. 
To reduce computations even further we 
can reorder the detected constraints in de-
scending order according to their frequency of 
being detected during the previous iterations, 
so that we look at the more likely ones first. 
Semidefinite Hypersphere Direction 
(SHD) Method: 
SHD is similar to SSH, but in the former, 
the standing point is not fixed. In an SSH 
iteration, the two hit points determine a line 
segment through the standing point. In the 
next iteration of SHD, a new standing point 
is chosen uniformly along the line segment of 
the current iteration. The idea is to move the 
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standing point randomly about the region 1Z 
in order to improve the odds of locating all 
the constraints. The SHD algorithm is simi-
lar to that of SSH, but with the hitting step 
replaced by: 
Hitt ing Step: Calculate Bj(s,xo) 
and find σψ, σ{1] for 1 < j < q. 
Calculate σ+ = min{a+' | I < j < q} 
and σ_ — πιϊη{σί^ | 1 < j < q}. 
For 1 < k < q, if σ{+] = σ+ 
(k) or σ_ = σ_ and k 0 3, set 
3 = jU{k}. 
Choose u from U(0,1) and set 
x 0 = xo + (w(<7+ + σ_) — a-)s. 
Since xo changes, AJ(xq)~ 2 must be com-
puted for each iteration. Therefore, a SHD 
iteration is 0(nqm.g + qnig) flops and compu-
tationally more expensive than one of SSH. By 
[5], the standing points xo generated by SHD 
are asymptotically uniformly distributed over 
the interior of 1Z. 
Semidefinite Coordinate Direction 
(SCD) Method: 
SCD differs from SHD only in the choice 
of the direction vector s. In SCD, s is chosen 
randomly from the 2η directions e; parallel to 
the coordinate axes. If s = e;, where e,· is the 
canonical unit vector, then 
Bj(s,xo) = - A j ( x 0 ) - 5 ( £ . s f A ! j ) ) A j ( x o ) - 5 
i=l 
= - A·' (xo) ~ 5 Ap ' A> (xo) ~ * • 
The work per iteration of SCD is indepen-
dent of λ and requires 0(qm.g) flops. 
Table 4: Comparison of the time (in seconds) 
and the number of iterations to find all nec-
essary constraints. 
The cost per iteration of SSH and SHD in-
creases with increasing n, but not in the case 
of SCD. SSH has an advantage in that it works 
with UFR. It is difficult to implement UFR in 
SHD or in SCD because in these methods all 
the boundary hit points xq + σ+^s andxo -
Problem SSH(UFR) SCD SHD 
Time Time Time 
Löwner 1 17.3 23.7 17.9 
Löwner 2 2924.4 1165.3 1530.5 
Löwner 3 1091.5 31.6 89.9 
Löwner 4 591.0 398.7 958.7 
Löwner 5 2154.4 4358.6 3334.1 
Löwner G 6547.5 3887.0 5268.5 
Löwner 7 1715.1 54.5 349.6 
Löwner 8 768.9 2980.1 6580.5 
Löwner 9 5320.5 925.0 14597.0 
Löwner 10 1945.9 11810.0 16868.0 
Iter Iter Iter 
Löwner 1 1023 205 154 
Löwner 2 3260 296 375 
Löwner 3 26623 83 234 
Löwner 4 18946 759 1706 
Löwner 5 735 504 385 
Löwner 6 206 38 44 
Löwner 7 62458 70 464 
Löwner 8 31667 3883 8509 
Löwner 9 2375 127 1997 
Löwner 10 72375 9439 13444 
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σι s must be calculatcd in order to deter-
mine the next standing point. Table 4 com-
pares SSH hitting from the analytic center 
with SHD and SCD. It gives the number of 
iterations and the time (in seconds) for com-
plete detection of the estimated necessary con-
straints. 
Table 4 suggests that SCD performs, on 
average, better than SSH and SHD on Loewner 
type problems. SHD was never the best in 
each of the problems used here, although it 
has proven to be useful as a tool for finding 
all the necessary constraints for non-Loewner 
type problems [18]. SSH(UFR) outperformed 
SCD and SHD in Löwneri, Löwner5. Löwner8 
and LöwnerlO. The performance of SSH(UFR) 
is dependent on the choice of the standing 
point. 
5 Conclusion 
We have introduced three Monte Carlo 
methods for detecting redundant LMI con-
straints: SSH, SHD and SCD. The cost per 
iteration for SSH is Ο(nqm?q + qm3q), and this 
is clearly polynomial per iteration. 
We have shown experimentally that we can 
obtain superior execution times for solving SDP 
problems using these techniques. We have 
demonstrated that these arc useful methods 
for the classification of LMI constraints as re-
dundant or necessary. Thus the Monte Carlo 
methods can be used to solve SDP's with large 
numbers of LMI constraints. The use of the 
Undetected-First Rule (UFR) reduced the num-
ber of computations in the hitting step in some 
instances. The savings rise as the number 
of necessary constraints increases. We have 
demonstrated that this gives a practical method 
for solving Löwner ellipsoid problems. Prob-
lems requiring further research are the devel-
opment of new stopping rules for SSH and the 
choice of a standing point. 
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